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1 Opening remarks for
installation and
safety instructions

disease, and not intended to affect the
structure or function of the body.
Pero-System products may only be
used in dry areas, on flat ground and
with a power supply system with
protective
earth.
More
safety
instructions are found in sect. 2 and in
particular, 2.2 and 18 and in other
appropriate sections of this manual. All
security advices given in this manual
must be strictly adhered to.
In particular note the tests of correct
functionality (see sect. 18, No. 2). They
have to be carried out regularly. In
addition, the balancers of part No 401
NT must be replaced at the end of their
lifetime as described in sect. 18.

Fig. 1: Pero-System measurement frame,
model 401 NT and part No 402 NT
Before setting up Pero-System products
this manual has to be read. Always refer
to the latest version of the manual,
which can be downloaded from
http://www.pero-system.de/downloads/man.pdf
The user of the Pero-System frame
must be competent and must be able to
understand and apply these
instructions. Pero-System products,
which are described in this manual, are
produced according to international
standards (e.g. IEC60601, ISO13485,
power supply UL listed (E137708)). In
the European Union they are approved
as medical devices of class I with
measurement function. Outside Europe,
the products are intended to be used for
the scanning of objects as mentioned,
e.g., in sect. 7. They are not approved
as a medical device and the
manufacturer, Pero-System Messgeräte
GmbH, is not registered with the FDA.
Thus, in countries outside Europe,
especially in the USA and Canada, they
are not intended for use in the diagnosis
of disease or other conditions or in cure,
mitigation, treatment, or prevention of

In an emergency situation or in general
hazardous situations the Pero-System
frame must be disconnected from the
mains. Pull the mains plug of the power
supply connected to the Pero-System
frame. Make sure, this mains plug is
always easily accessible. In the evening
and outside office hours Pero-System
products must be disconnected from the
mains.
For correct operation the Pero-System
frame must be connected to a computer
with windows operating system and, if
desired, to a printer.
The computer must comply to the
general requirements for safety of
Information Technology Equipment
(IEC60950) at least.
It must be placed outside the
environment of persons, which touch
the frame. The operator of the PeroSystem is not allowed to touch the
computer and other persons touching
the
frame
simultaneously,
not
intentionally nor unintentionally.
If you use your own computer, be sure
to meet all necessary requirements for
your application.
Set up the Pero-System in a place
which is not too close to a window.
Avoid strong lighting, sunlight or spot
lamps. Similar to a camera too much
direct light on the channels in the inner
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black covers overexposes the pictures
and they will not properly show the
actual contours of the object being
measured.
The light transmitters and sensors
which scan the objects are placed at the
bottom of the channels in the black
inner covers of the frame. When
touching these sensors (e.g. during
cleaning) be very careful to avoid
bending or damaging them. Make sure
all channels are clean (e.g. of paper,
packing material or other small pieces),
otherwise the sensors might be
obstructed and the system cannot
function properly.
The Pero-System frame carries two
sensors between the four wheels of the
frame carriage. They look like two
squares of about 0.5 cm width. Make
sure they are clean (e.g. of paper, fluffs
or packing material) when mounting the
frame and during operation.
If you need to transport or store the
Pero-System again after set-up, use the
original packaging.
The following text describes details,
which relate to Pero-System frames
model 401 NT, 351 NT and 1001 NT.
Skip those sections that do not
belong to your model.

2 Mounting and
Dismounting PeroSystem model 401
NT

1a. Large frame grip for measurement
frame,
1b. Pero-System-computer connection
cable, USB adapter cable and Power
supply with power cord.
2. Pero-System tower (part No 402 NT)
with rail and balancer system to balance
the weight of the Pero-System frame
and four Allen wrench bolts to connect
assembling board and Pero-System
tower
2a. Metal security screw to stop frame
sliding from the rail at the upper end
2b. Screw driver, wrench, etc. to mount
the parts
3. Assembling board (object holder, part
403 NT) used to mount all parts with
one adapter to fix objects to be
measured
4. Computer (if ordered)
First put the assembling board (part 403
NT) to the ground (black metal
upwards), where you are going to
operate the machine. Open the rear of
the Pero-System tower (part No 402
NT) using the Pillips screwdriver and
remove the transport packing of the red
balancer housing. Fit the rail tower to
the base board using the four Allen
wrench screws. Make sure it is firmly
bolted to the plate. The back of the
tower will then coincide with the back
end of the assembling board.

2.1 Model 401 NT
Your Pero-System can be installed with
several accessories. Typically you
ordered:
1. Pero-System measurement frame
(part No. 401 NT) on a carriage with bolt
and nut to fix the grip

Fig. 2: Mounting the measurement frame
of model 401 NT. Fit the L-shaped metal
of the carriage into the slit at the left of
the Pero-System rail (see also Fig. 3)
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Attach the large frame grip to the
measurement frame (see Fig. 1). First
remove nut and washer from the
countersunk screw placed between the
wheels of the carriage (use wrench and
Allen wrench). Turn the large frame grip
so that you can slide the two holes (5
mm in diameter) over the two bolts next
to the countersunk screw. Fix the grip
carefully with washer and nut using
wrench and Allen wrench. Cover the nut
with a white plastic cap. Turn the PeroSystem frame until the channel within
the inner black covers and the grip is
positioned upside and the label on the
frame can be read.
Fit the L-shaped metal into the top end
of the slit next to the rail (see Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3). Move the carriage of the frame
from above onto the rail. Make sure the
frame carriage is not tilted relatively to
the rail to allow an easy sliding.
Carefully move the frame down the rail
until it touches the ground. Caution:
As long as the weight of the frame is not
balanced by the red balancer within the
rail tower, it may hurt you when falling
down!

hurt you when it moves back suddenly
in case you cannot hold it!
An assistant lifts the device until the
hole in the L-shaped metal (which
moves inside the tower) matches the
spring hook at the end of the balancer
rope. Make sure not to move the frame
from the rail. A second person at the
rear of the rail tower connects carefully
ring and L-shaped metal by the spring
hook attached to the ring (see Fig. 4)
and closes the safety nut. ATTENTION:
Do NOT mount the spring hook in a
wrong way, e.g. as shown in Fig. 5!
Make sure the hook is closed. Release
the frame slowly until it hovers hanging
at the balancer rope (see Fig. 4). Fix the
metal security screw at the right of the
rail near the top end of the rail. It stops
the frame before it moves from the rail
without intention.
Make sure the balancer housing hangs
free at its fixation during the movement
of the frame from top to bottom end of
the rail. Make sure the rope remains
vertical (or nearly vertical) during this
movement. Make sure the balancer
housing remains free from the sponge
rubber upholstery inside the tower.
Don't remove the safety chain!

Fig. 3: The carriage of the measurement
frame moves on the Pero-System rail.
The L-shaped metal reaches into the slit
at the left of the rail. Inside the tower it is
fixed to the balancer rope.
Use the balancer system to balance the
weight of the frame. Main parts of the
balancer placed inside the rail tower are
the red housing and the metal rope.
CAUTION: Never try to draw manually
the rope out of the balancer. It develops
a force of about 50 N. The rope may

Fig. 4: Correct mounting of the L-shaped
metal of the carriage to the spring hook
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Fig. 5: Caution: WRONG mounting of
the spring hook. Measurement frame
could crash!
A balancer delivered from factory is
adjusted. It will balance the frame or
allow it to move down slowly. It must
not move upwards unintentionally, a
person next to the Pero-System may
stumble over the frame when moving
into the correct position for
measurement. To adjust the balancer
(could be necessary after a longer
period of operation) contact the
sellers hotline (info@mitakausa.com)
for advises. Finally fix the rear cover
of the Pero-System tower using the
bolts attached.
In some cases (e.g. if no measurement
is possible because of fluffs or pieces
between the Pero-System frame and
black/white stripes on the Pero-System
rail) you must remove the frame. Also,
you could be advised to do so in case of
a severe electronic break down to send
back the frame to the factory.
To remove the frame from the PeroSystem tower first remove the security
bolt next to the top end of the rail. Open
the rear of the tower. Often it is
sufficient to open the inspection door.
Lift the frame until the rope of the
balancer is pulled completely back and
until it is no longer tightened. The black
rubber bowl/cylinder MUST touch the
balancer housing. Hold the frame by
your hand. A second person opens the
spring hook and removes it from the Lshaped metal of the Pero-System
frame.

CAUTION: Never handle or
manipulate a balancer, whose rope is
not pulled back completely (i.e. the
rubber bowl/cylinder does not touch
the balancer housing) without the
weight of the frame. The rope could
be clamped somewhere. The energy
of the spring inside the housing
could be unintentionally released
pulling back the rope suddenly.
Thus, it could harm you severely.
Contact the producer or distributor if
the rope seems to be clamped
(info@mitakausa.com) or phone your
seller.
CAUTION: When the spring hook
between balancer ring and Pero-System
frame is removed the frame suddenly
gains weight due to its mass of nearly 5
kilograms! Don't let it slip from your
hands. Lift the frame (see Fig. 2) and
move it from the rail. For transportation
the large frame grip may be removed
using a wrench. Close the rear of the
Pero-System tower again.
If the movement of the frame is blocked,
refer to sect. 2.2
Clip the two cables running to the PeroSystem frame into the hook at the side
of the Pero-System tower. Make sure
the cables are not below the frame
during its movement. The frame cannot
reach
its
ground
position
for
measurement in this case.

2.2 Safety
instructions
model 401 NT
This section covers special safety
instructions referring only to PeroSystem model 401 NT and accessories.
In addition safety instructions and
warnings must be observed, which are
common to all Pero-System models and
which are given in other sections of this
manual.
A) Monitoring of the suspension of
the measurement frame:
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Always leave the frame in its lowest
position except for measurement. Do
not put any items on the frame. Make
sure that you have moved the frame
always to its lowest position as soon as
anything is put into or out of the frame
during measurement.
Neither the operator nor any person
is allowed to put any parts of the
body under the frame as long as it is
lifted from its lowest position. This is
especially important, if (in very rare
cases) the movement of the frame is
blocked. It could happen due to a
break of the balancer spring. If the
frame crashes down, it could cause
serious injuries.
Safety instructions say, the balancer
and the balancer rope have to be
checked for signs of wear following the
regulations of the producer (see and
section 19 for Mod. 401 NT). To allow
an easy checking in the case of model
401 NT, an inspection door is placed at
the side of the tower. Note, more safety
instructions are inside the door.
For all Pero-System models the
maintenance steps according sect.
18 have to be performed carefully.
Measurements of individuals are not
allowed
during
inspection
and
maintenance. Unauthorized persons are
not permitted to access the rear area of
the Pero-System. During inspection of
the balancer no measurements are
allowed and all persons have to leave
the rear area of the Pero-System.
After 5 years of operation the
balancer has to be replaced in order
to avoid a fatigue or break of the
metal
spring
holding
the
measurement
frame.
If
the
replacement is missed, the PeroSystem must be taken out of service.
Call
the
hotline
(info@mitakausa.com) for advices.
B) Procedure, if the movement of the
measurement frame is blocked
during operation.
If the movement of the measurement
frame is blocked, the balancer rope
could be obstructed or the metal spring

inside the balancer could be broken. In
the latter case a spring safety device is
activated, which holds the measurement
frame. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO MOVE
THE FRAME WITH VIOLENCE! THE
FRAME COULD CRASH DOWN AND
HURT THE OPERATOR OR ANY
PERSON NEXT TO HIM.
If the frame is blocked, when on
whatever reason a person is inside
the frame, make sure the person
does NOT leave the foot markings.
An assistant lifts the frame a bit,
holds it and prevents it from
crashing. If necessary, ask two
assistants. Only then use a step ladder
and/or appropriate stools and now allow
the person inside the frame to climb out
of the frame. Always keep ladder and/or
stools ready and practice the correct
procedure prior to the event. Individuals
being too frail to behave correctly in the
event of blocking of the frame, are not
allowed to be in the vicinity of the frame
during measurement.
As soon as everyone is safely away
from the frame, support the frame
permanently from crashing down and
make sure, nobody can put any parts of
the body below the frame. Contact the
the
seller’s
hotline
(info@mitakausa.com)
for
further
advices.

3 Mounting and
Dismounting PeroSystem model 351
NT and accessories
Your Pero-System can be installed with
several accessories. Typically you
ordered:
1. Pero-System frame with PeroSystem connection cable to computer
and USB adapter cable (model 351 NT)
1a. Power supply (accessory) with
power cord
2. Pero-System rail with two wooden
end stands, each with two Allen wrench
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bolts for attachment to the rail (part No
352 NT)
3. Object holder and (if ordered) oblique
object adapter (part No 353 NT)
4. Computer (if ordered)
CAUTION: Do not lift the rail, before
having removed the object holder and
the frame from the rail.
First turn the Pero-System rail until you
can see the black and white stripes.
Depending on the object you are going
to measure put the Pero-System on the
ground or on a table. Mount the first of
the wooden rail stands. Use the stand,
which has two additional vertical holes
as compared with the other one. Use
two screws and the Allen wrench to
secure the stand.
Stand next to the rail stand, which you
just mounted. Turn the square PeroSystem frame until you can see the
“Pero-System” notice on the frame.
Push the frame onto the rail. Only if the
frame is oriented as described, the
Pero-System will function properly.

correctly (see Fig. 6), you now can push
the object to be measured through the
frame and place the end of the object
onto the holder.
Between the wheels of the
measurement carriage there are two
square sensors which scan the grid
strips during the movement of the
frame. When mounting the
measurement frame make sure that
no fluff or small pieces remain on the
sensors or the grid strip. Sensors
being obstructed may lead to a
termination of the measurement.
Dismount the measurement frame
from time to time and clean the
sensors using a soft brush or just
your fingers.
After having mounted the frame attach
the second wooden stand to the rail
using the screws and Allen wrench.
Secure the frame and foot rest in
position. Avoid tilting the rail or moving
the parts unintentionally.
The measurement frame is detached
from its rail following the above advices
in reverse order.

4 Mounting PeroSystem model 1001
NT
Your Pero-System can be installed with
several accessories. Typically you
ordered:

Fig. 6: Correct mounting of frame and
object holder, e.g. for measuring a tree
trunk. The rail stand already mounted is
left.
Before mounting the object holder make
sure the brake handle is turned
counterclockwise. Thus, the plastic end
of the brake (between the wheels of the
carriage) is not damaged, when you
allow the object holder to slide onto the
rail. If you turned the object holder

1. Pero-System frame, model 1001 NT,
to which a small 4 wheel carriage is
attached with Pero-System-computer
connection cable and COM-USB
adapter.
1a. Power supply (accessory to 1001
NT)
2. Pero-System rail, model 1002 NT and
device to fix it to the base plate.
2a. Two base plates, which are the
assembling board. One of them has
mounting holes
3. object holder, model 1003 NT
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4. Computer (if ordered)

Fig. 7: Mounting two base plates of PeroSystem model 1000 NT and the
measurement frame.

Caution: The grip for lifting up the
frame
during
measurement
is
attached to a spiral spring. If the grip
is not fixed to the clip at the PeroSystem frame, it could snap
upwards, when you open the cover
of the transport case. This could hurt
you.
First put the wooden assembling board
having holes to that place, where you
are going to operate the system. The
black markings, where you can put the
object to be measured will have to be
turned upwards (see Fig. 7).
Remove the frame from its case as
shown in the picture, remove the spiral
spring from its clip and put the frame on
the assembling board. The label "PeroSystem" must be on top (see Fig. 8).
The frame grip fixed to the spiral spring
must point upwards.
As the next step, fit the rail carefully to
the carriage of the frame as shown In
Fig. 8. The rail is guided by two upper
and two lower wheels. Take care that
the rail also slides between the lower
wheels. Don't do this forcibly. It is
possible as soon as you hold the rail
precisely in vertical direction.
Attention: The space between the
wheels of the carriage fits precisely
to the rail. If you use too much force,

when the rail slides down, the
carriage wheels will be pressed apart
and must be realigned in the factory.

Fig. 8: Mounting the Pero-System rail of
model 1000 NT. Make sure the rail slides
smoothly into the space between the
wheels of the carriage.
Move frame and rail on the base plate
until the holes in the board will match
the holes of the device holding the rail.
Fix it by the two screws delivered with
the base plate and place the second
plate in front of the frame.
To detach the frame from the base plate
first open the screws holding the base
plate, then remove the rail and put back
the frame to a case. Be careful not to
clamp the cables, when closing the
case.
The plastic hook at the side of the frame
is for fixing the grip in the case of
storing the frame e.g. in a shelf.
Remove the grip from the plastic
hook when you set up the PeroSystem for measurement again.
Take care, when closing the case after
measurement, not to clamp cables or
other parts. Check all cables for
damage regularly.

5 Switching on the
system
After having set up the Pero-System
mechanics, the computer (and if desired
the printer) have to be installed. Use the
manuals given by the producers of
these devices.
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Connect the computer and the PeroSystem measurement frame. Use the
USB-adapter cable to fit the cable
supplied to the USB-port of the
computer. Load the driver CD. In case
the computer has a serial RS232 port
you may also connect the cable directly
to that port. Connect the power supply
box with the measurement frame.
Connect the power supply to the mains.
From now on the Pero-System frame is
switched on and switched off by
plugging or unplugging the power cord.

access rights for the installation. Start
the Pero-System basic program, which
is called PeroInd, by clicking the
PeroInd icon. The computer displays a
message if the Pero-System in not yet
switched on at that moment.
The window shown in Fig.9 is
displayed. The software expects an
Object Main Name and optionally
additional infos and data as you like it.
Press “MEASUREMENT START”.
The software allows you to scan two
different objects named “object” and

Fig.9: Screen before entering personal data

6 Database
The status "ready" of a Pero-System
frame is indicated by the green LED
next to the two connectors of the
measurement frame.
Switch on the computer, the printer and
the Pero-System.
Install the Pero-System program
delivered by CD, if you use the
computer with the Pero-System for the
first time. You need administrator

“obj.2”. For each of these two objects
you may scan a “RIGHT” and a “LEFT”
one. After having collected the scans
you may compare left and right “object”
and left and right “obj.2” for each
measurement. Also, for each of these
four objects you may display a “volume
vs. time” screen.
You may find it interesting, what
applications are used in Europe. In this
case send a mail to
info@mitakausa.com and ask for an
extended manual and software. Those
data are free of costs for users of PeroSystem products.
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6.1 Entering object
main data
Let's assume if an object with main data
“object no 453”, which was already
previously been measured, is going to
be scanned with the Pero-System
again. After having started the PeroSystem program the screen shown in
Fig.9 is displayed. Enter the first several
letters of object no 10 into the space
provided below ENTER NEW SET OF
DATA. Press ENTER key to bring up
the data on this individual object. The
search box turns from white to grey and
the information is then registered in the
data bank. Click this grey square to
reopen the data bank. Letters may then
be removed or additional letters may be
entered. Please notice: to enter letters
into this box it must be white. If the box
is grey it must be clicked on.
In the large white box (from now on
referred to as SEARCH WINDOW) the
names of all objects which have already
been
entered,
are
displayed
corresponding to the letters you have
entered in the small box. To find object
no 10 enter the letter O (or o – or more
letters of this name) into the small box
and press ENTER. If the object’s name
is not yet highlighted in blue, click in the
SEARCH WINDOW below on the
desired name or use then the arrow
keys of the keybord (up/down arrow).

screen then appearing is called the
LIST OF MEASUREMENTS screen
from now on. Press ESC again to return
to OBJECT MAIN DATA screen. This
function quickly enables you to review
past information about all objects
already scanned. By using the arrow
keys (up/down) you instantly know all
details on their data.
Personal remarks may have been
entered under the CUSTOMER INFO
index heading. A dot in the circle below
indicates information has been entered.
Click on the flap above the dot in order
to display the information.
In situations where a large number of
names in the data base begin with the
same letter or letters, it is also possible
to scroll up and scroll down to locate an
individual object not shown in the white
box. The scroll is found to the right of
the names. It is also possible to locate a
set of data more directly by entering
additional letters of the name into the
white box located above the SEARCH
WINDOW.

6.2 Entering new data
Main data may be changed. To change
data at any time click the button
CORRECT DATA found next to the
SEARCH WINDOW on the right. Fill in
the desired corrections on the right of
the window and finish your input by
CANCEL or SAVE.

Press the ESC key to quickly access
the measurements of an individual
object, which you have selected. The
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In cases where you want to enter new
set of data of an individual object, you
must click the button NEW SET OF

measurements have already been
taken corresponding buttons will display
red check marks. When measurements

Fig. 10: Screen after having pressed the button „PERO-SYSTEM START“
DATA located above the SEARCH
WINDOW. Similar to the information
already discussed concerning
corrections, a blank new form appears
on the screen. A partial or complete set
of data may be entered as you like. The
individual is registered into the data
base as soon as you click the button
labelled SAVE NEW DATA SET.

must be repeated simply click the
corresponding buttons once more. After
having collected the scans you may
analyze the scans. For each
measurement compare the results of
the left with the right “object” and also
the left and right “obj.2” for each
measurement. Also, for each of these
four objects (left object, right object, left
obj.2, right obj.2) you may display a
“volume vs. time” screen,

7 Performing a
measurement for
typical applications

In order to scan and analyze objects
follow the advices of the program.

Your next step is now to begin actually
measuring an individual object by
"photographing" it. Press the button
MEASUREMENT START. The window
of Fig. 10 is displayed.
The software allows you to scan two
different object classes named “object”
and “obj.2”. Select them by pressing the
radio button next to the OK button. For
each of these two objects you may scan
a “RIGHT” and a “LEFT” one. If

You may be interested in more
information about the applications of
Pero-System products as described,
e.g., on the website of Pero-System
(http://www.perosystem.de/en/industriemodelle/ and on
the other sites of pero-system). Send a
mail to your seller
info@mitakausa.com. Ask for extended
manuals supplementing this basic
manual and appropriate demo software.
Those data are free of costs for users of
Pero-System products.
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7.1 Scanning objects
The first step when measuring an object
starts with the frame in position below
the object holder (model 351 NT) or
when the frame is in its lowest position
(model 401 NT and 1001 NT). When
the frame is slid into its starting position
you will hear a beep and the command
START POSITION FOUND will appear
on the computer screen. Now move the
frame as far as you need it. If possible,
scan a larger part of the object.
ATTENTION: Move the frame forward
and again back to its start position.
Only then the measurement can be
finished. Analyze the shape of the

ATTENTION: In order to scan an
object the Pero-System-computer
must detect the position of the frame
and its movement on the rail during a
measurement. There are two infrared
lamps shining on the black and white
stripes of the rail and two sensors
for the reflected light between the
wheels of the frame carriage. The
sensors count the number of stripes
during the frame movement. It is
therefore essential to avoid damage
of the stripes. Do not put any
stickers, rulers, marker lines or paint
on the stripes. Avoid fluff between
frame carriage and the rail. Correct
scans are not possible in these
cases. Note sect. 11 and 12.1 of this
manual.
During a scan the frame must be
moved continuously in one direction
only. It may be stopped. However, as
soon as it moves backward, the

Fig.11: Computer screen after having successfully scanned an object. The contours
of the object (in this case the leg of a male mannequin with trousers above the knee)
are shown from the side and from above.
object and its change versus time only
afterwards. The computer will select the
same part from all the images having
been taken. Thus, you should always
scan a larger portion of the object than
you need.For more information see
section 0 .

computer will stop photographing
the object in that specific direction
(i.e. forward) and will wait until the
frame returns to its original position
below the object holder again
(During that movement an opposite
direction measurement is
performed). If you returned the frame
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too early, you get pictures which are
too short. Thus, if the picture is
incomplete, repeat the measurement
process from the initial starting
position and make sure that the
frame moves in one continuous
direction only.
Computer data is fed into the computer
and appears in the upper right box as a
side view and in the lower box as a top
view of the object (see Fig.11). Careful
attention should be given to the pictures
to make sure they look correct (i.e., no
objects other than the object itself
should be seen, the contours should not
appear to be masked by anything else).

If a "realistic" contour appears (see
Fig.11) the measurement is complete.
The button in discussion (LEFT
OBJECT) will appear with a red check.
After the scans press OK. The picture
shown in Fig. Fig.12 will appear. You
can move the marking lines and
measure circumference and distance to
the base plate (black vertical plate for
model 351 NT and ground plate for
models 401 NT and 1001 NT). As soon
as the picture with the marking lines
appears after the scan (see Fig.12)
click OK to finish this measurement. If
right and left object have been scanned,
first click RIGHT OBJECT and OK,
otherwise click OK at once. The

Fig.12: Computer screen showing where the b-… g-circumferences are taken
If so, repeat the measurement once
more by clicking on the button LEFT
OBJECT (or the corresponding box).
Likewise direct lighting on the PeroSystem sensors could produce changes
on the object contour. In unusual cases,
when "realistic" contours in the side
view and in the top view cannot be
achieved although the procedure given
above was followed directly, an
electronic break down could have
occurred. Contact the hotline
(info@mitakausa.com) for help.

MEASUREMENT DATA FORM
described in Fig.13 will appear. Already
this form gives important information
extracted from the measurement. Exit
and store the measurement by clicking
the button EXIT.
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8 Analyzing volume
and circumference
changes
The software for all Pero-System
imaging frames stores each scan, which
has been taken, in a list of the data
bank. Having selected an object main
name Press the tab LIST OF
MEASUREMENTS to get access to the
analyzing options of the software.

activate your first choice, hold down
CNTL key on the keyboard and activate
your second choice. Depending on what
you have chosen you can now click on
the buttons COMPARE DATA FORMS
or (in case of having photographed left
and right object) COMPARE LEFT TO
RIGHT. If you click within the field
ANALYZE DATA FORM a display
shows you the values of the girth data
form. If these values have been
changed during the fitting process, the
modified data will be displayed for

Fig.13: Girth data form. A-m, A-l and A-k data are not taken by Pero-System frame
scans. Use these entries for infos.
comparison.
Let us suppose you measure an object
that you want to analyze.
We now describe a significant option to
analyze Pero-System data. The data
allow you to determine and compare
object circumferences and volumes of
the object or parts of the object. In
addition to the options described above
the Pero-System software allows you
not only to compare different data forms
and the changes between them but also
to compare different pictures. Use the
left mouse button to highlight one or two
measurements. In case you do not want
to highlight subsequent measurements

8.1 Comparing
circumference
profiles
Changes in pictures can be compared
by clicking on the field ANALYZE
PICTURES and COPMPARE LEFT TO
RIGHT (or COMPARE
MEASUREMENTS in the LIST OF
MEASUREMENTS screen. As desired
right and left object or the same object
scanned during different measurements
can be compared.
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Two diagrams are displayed. Use the
right mouse button to click into the
graphics. This allows you to copy the
graphics to the scratch pad of office
programs. Also, you may copy it to a
jpg-file or print it by the standard
windows printer.
The upper diagram shows in black and
green lines the two circumference
profiles or the volume profiles,

subtract the first measurement from the
second one or vice versa. The scale
can be changed by the buttons 0.05 x
…. 2 x on the lower right.
The red arrows pointing to the right and
left, respectively, shift the green profile
line to the right and to the left by 0.47
cm. The profile difference is updated
after having pressed an arrow.

Fig. 14: Volume vs. time of a leg in the calf region during 109 measurements of a volunteer
(measurements made in Europe). From the moment marked by the arrow the volunteer raised
himself 10 times on his tiptoes between each measurement
respectively (depending on the radio
button selected in the lower part of the
diagram). Both profiles refer to the
circumference (or volume, respectively)
of one object “slice” being 4.7 mm in
width. The up- and down arrow on the
lower right part of the window shifts the
circumference scale of the green line by
5 cm or the volume scale by ca. 6 ml. It
allows you to study small differences in
the diagram lines.
The lower diagram depicts the
difference of these two profiles in an
enlarged scale. Use the +/- button to

8.2 Analyzing Object
Volume vs. Time
There is a second option to analyze
Pero-System measurements. In the
LIST OF MEASUREMENTS screen
more than two measurements may be
highlighted by holding down the left
mouse button and drawing the mouse
arrow over the list of measurements.
Any one or more portions of the list may
be selected by pressing down the
CNTRL key. Having selected several
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measurements the button “VOLUME
VS. TIME” may be clicked on. Three
diagrams are displayed in three
windows (see Fig. 14). Left and right
objects are displayed depending on
what button (left or right) is clicked on.
The figure shows the right leg of a
volunteer.
The measurements shown in Fig. 14
are only for your information and
demonstrate the reproducibility of the
scans of Pero-System products. If you
want to repeat these measurements
together with your own volunteer make
sure beforehand that the laws of your
country allow these measurements.
The side view or the top view of an
extremity can be chosen by the “radio
button” labeled accordingly.
All of the pictures may show different
parts of the extremity depending on
what portion of the extremity has been
"photographed" during measurement.
The upper left window shows the
contour image of the picture with the
longest part of a leg out of the series of
images. On the right the dates of
measurements and the numbers of
measurements are displayed. Finally
the bottom diagram shows the volume
vs. time curve.
Select two measurements in the upper
right window. In the same way as
described in sect. 8.1 the button
CHART in the lower right side of the
window changes into a button
COMPARE. Pressing this button brings
you back to the window described in
sect. 8.1. Clicking OK in the window of
sect. 8.1 returns you to the “volume vs.
time” screen.
Fig. 14 describes the volume vs. time
diagram of the leg of a healthy
volunteer, who has been scanned by
the Pero-System for 109 times within
about an hour. The diagram shows the
reproducibility which can be reached by
the Pero-System, if the leg rests and no
exercises are done between the
measurements (left part of the volume
vs. time diagram). The black arrow
marks the moment, when the volunteer

started to raise himself for 10 tiptoes
between each measurement.
For the measurements as described it is
very important to compare always the
same portion of the objects of a
measurement series. This portion is
displayed by two cursor markings in the
upper left window.
Note: For precise measurements and
for a high reproducibility of the
results it is extremely important to
follow strictly the advices of sect.
13.1 and Fig. 18 of this manual.
In order to visualize different
compartments of the series of objects
(in our case: legs) by the volume vs.
time curve move the cursors using the
mouse as usual (click on a cursor, hold
down left mouse button, move mouse to
the left or right, respectively). The
volume vs. time curve will be
recalculated and displayed. The data in
the upper right window are recalculated,
too. These data can be stored in two
different Excel-CSV-formats by pressing
the button “EXPORT” and “EXPORT2”.
NOTE: You may select a cursor range
that exceeds the length of one or more
of the measurements. As a result, this
measurement is no longer displayed
and no longer used for the calculation of
the “volume vs. time” curve. Thus, only
correct diagrams are displayed.
Save a special cursor setting (e.g. for
the knee region or the calf region in the
example displayed) by pressing the
button “SAVE CURSOR” in the upper
right of the window. Reload the setting
by the button “LOAD CURSOR”.
Fig.15 uses the same measurements as
Fig. 14. As a difference, the volume vs.
time curve is analyzed for the thigh
region of the leg between the cursor
settings 504 mm (measured from the
sole of the foot) and 673 mm. Note the
different (more sensitive) scale. Nearly
no changing in volume of the thigh
region is observed. The tiptoeing
affected the calf region rather than the
thigh region.
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There is a zoom function implemented
in the volume vs. time chart. You may
activate this function by holding down
the left mouse button and drawing the
mouse as far as you want to zoom.
Zooming back is possible by clicking the
left mouse button with the mouse arrow
on the VOLUME VS. TIME diagram.

double-click this info line to open the
comment info and close it as usual
when you read it. A long series of
measurements on an individual may
thus be easily structured.
To delete (temporarily) one
measurement out of a series of

Fig.15: Same as previous figure, but leg analysed in the thigh region (see cursors in the
upper left window).
The lower part of the screen displays a
button labelled by a "%" icon. Clicking
this button will change the scale to a
percent scale relative to the lowest
value displayed. The reference point of
the scale may be changed by clicking
on the percent scale (or in the window).
The point where you clicked with the
mouse, will be taken as a new zero for
the scale.
Pressing the CHART button (and one of
the sub-options A, B, C, D) will display
every measurement plotted vs. the
number of measurements rather than
vs. time.
Finally, the measurement info may be
opened in this chart. In the upper right
window measurements containing
information are marked by an X. Just

measurements proceed as follows:
Click on the measurement to be deleted
in the upper right window and highlight
this measurement. In the lower “volume
vs. time” curve this measurement is
labelled by a horizontal red bar. Press
the DEL-key on the keyboard to show
the “volume vs. time” diagram without
the data deleted.
NOTE: Your modification is not stored in
the data base of the Pero-System.
ATTENTION: Most of the screens are
transferable to the scratch pad or may
be printed out as graphics. Just press
the right mouse button to open this
option. After transferring graphics into
the scratch pad you may open many
other programs and get the graphics
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back from the scratch pad within these
(text or graphic) programs.

9 Delete Data
If you want to delete data click on the
upper bar placed above the PEROSYSTEM START button. Activate EDIT
and click DELETE DATA. A selection
box is displayed which allows you to
delete the data of an individual as well
as any of his measurements. Just
highlight any of the desired data lines.
Click on the button DELETE
COMPLETE DATA SET for deleting all
data related to the individual selected or
click on DELETE MEASUREMENT for
deleting just one picture and all data
related to that picture.

10 Data Backup
ATTENTION: We highly recommend a
regular data backup. For details ask
your IT department. To back-up data
correctly copy all information of the
folder PeroPlus to the back-up medium.
If you used another folder during
installation you should back up this
folder instead.

11 Technical Details of
Measurement
As soon as the personal computer of
the Pero-System activates the
measurement frame, it measures two
diameters of the cross section and the
position of these diameters within the
measurement area of the frame of any
object. One diameter is measured in
horizontal, one in a 90° direction relative
to the first one. The measurement of the
pair of diameters is repeated as soon as

the frame is moved on the rail by 4.7
mm.
In the first as well as in the second
direction, 378 light switches are
mounted in the frame in the case of
model 351/401 NT. The frame of model
1001 NT comprises 378 light switches
in one direction and 252 light switches
in the other direction Photo sensors are
spaced 1.27 mm, light transmitters
facing them are spaced 2.54 mm. The
diameters are determined by counting
the number of light switches being
obstructed by the object. The diameters
can be measured at a precise range of
+/- 1.27 mm (if the object is near the
photo sensors at one edge of the frame)
moving to +/- 2.54 mm (if the object is
next to the light transmitters at the
opposite edge).
The position of the frame is determined
by counting the black and white stripes
on the rail. The counting is started as
soon as the frame passes the black
plate of the object holder (model
351/401 NT) or as soon as it is lifted
upwards (model 1001 NT). The data
described above is the only one which
is taken from the object and which is
used to construct the pictures of the
object. The computer program uses the
data to calculate the girth values.
Basically, for the girth measurement
from two diameters the circumference of
the corresponding ellipse is calculated.
In addition, from the position of the
ellipses the direction of the local object
axis is determined. The girth given by
the Pero-System is the elliptical
circumference taken perpendicular to
the local leg axis.

12 Test of correct
Functionality
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The following functional tests ("Testing
frame movement" and "Testing light
switches") have to be done regularly by
the Pero-System user, see last page of
this manual.
The measurement system allows you to
check easily whether the Pero-System
gathered its data properly. Click the
button TEST OF FUNCTIONS in the
upper bar above the Pero-System
control button MEASUREMENT
START.
A dialog box with the buttons TEST A
DIAMETER and TEST MOVEMENT OF
FRAME appears (see diagram in
Fig.16).

TEST MOVEMENT OF FRAME. A
message MOVE FRAME appears.
Model 401 NT, 1001 NT (vertical rail):
Move the frame to its lowest point as far
as possible. The display giving the
position of the frame jumps to zero.
Now move the frame until it hits the end
of the rail. Notice the number given by
the Pero-System. It is generated by
counting the number of black and white
stripes (multiplied by 4.7 mm) and gives
the distance by which the frame has
been moved. Now move the frame
several times backward until it is about
10 to 15 cm above the ground
and forward again without touching the
upper end position. Finally move the

Fig.16: Computer screen for testing the correct functioning of a Pero-System frame

12.1 Testing Frame
Movement
The following test is only useful, if the
measurement frame is operated
together with a rail, e.g. with model 352
NT, 402 NT and 1002 NT. To check
whether the movement of the frame is
measured properly click the button

fame again to its highest end position
on the rail. The reading must match the
value obtained above indicating no
stripe has been lost. In addition,
measure the distance, by which the
frame has been moved from the
perpendicular plate of the foot rest to its
current position. The value should
match the reading on the screen within
+/- 4.7 mm. Click the button EXIT first
with the left mouse button and then with
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the right mouse button. This allows you
to exit from this function.
Model 351 NT: Move the object holder
to its end position and secure it. The
frame can now be moved on a very long
route. Move the frame against the foot
rest. The display giving the position of
the frame jumps to zero. Now move the
frame until it hits the opposite end of the
rail. Notice the number given by the
Pero-System. It is generated by
counting the number of black and white
stripes (multiplied by 4.7 mm) and gives
the distance by which the frame has
been moved. Now move the frame
several times backward until the reading
is about 10 to 15 cm and forward again
without touching the end position.
Finally move the fame again to its end
position on the rail opposite to the
object holder. The reading must match
the value obtained above indicating no
stripe has been lost. In addition,
measure the distance, by which the
frame has been moved from the object
holder to its current position. The value
should match the reading on the screen
within +/- 4.7 mm. Click the button EXIT
first with the right mouse button and
then with the left mouse button. This
allows you to exit from this function.

12.2 Testing light
switches
Remove every object from the inside of
the frame to test the regular function of
the light switches. Make sure nothing is
inside the frame, not even the object
holder. Click the button NUMBER OF
TESTLOOPS. The test must run at least
up to 0005 indicating no light switch is
out of order.
In a second test step insert a circular
opaque cylinder of calibrated diameter
into the frame. Make sure the axis of the
cylinder is perpendicular to the plane of
the frame. Click the button TEST A
DIAMETER. Every two seconds the
number of light switches obstructed by
the object is determined. Depending on
your choice (TEST AVERAGE OF TWO

- perpendicular - DIAMETERS or not)
the diameters calculated from the
numbers of light switches obstructed
are given. Make sure the object does
not move during measurement. The
value should match the calibrated
diameter by +/- 3 mm on different points
within the Pero-System frame. Exit this
function by pressing the right mouse
button.
ATTENTION: In contrary to the
determination of circumferences in the
regular program the diameter
measurement by the TEST OF
FUNCTION option is always taken
within the plane of the frame. Thus,
when you tilt the cylinder to be
measured the diameter reading will
increase. For example, when the angle
of the axis of the cylinder measured to
the plane of the frame moves from 90
degree to 80 degrees, one expects a
change in the reading by about 3 %.
After having checked the proper
function of the frame recording position
and the regular operation of the light
switches a complete data check has
been taken. Any malfunction being
encountered "after" that stage is
presumably due to the software. Use
the hotline to report any software
problem.

13 Theory of
measurement
The Pero-System system uses the
frame position and the data obtained
from the light switches obstructed by the
object to calculate volume, girth profile
and girth at different positions of the
object. The volume is determined by
calculating the elliptical cross section
area given by any two perpendicular
diameters measured by the frame. The
cross section area of any "slice" is
multiplied by the width by which the
black and white stripes on the rail are
separated leading to the volume.
The measurement of a circumference of
an object and the measurements of its
lengths depends on whether the local
axis of the leg is tilted relative to the
Pero-System frame or not.
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Nevertheless, however, the
circumference given by the PeroSystem is the elliptical approximation of
the contour line of the object.
Note: Objects, which do not have
nearly elliptical cross section areas,
cannot be measured under the
measurement options described
here.

the measurement, differs from an
elliptical shape. Fortunately, as a result
of nonellipticity, typical discrepancies
between the two values can be
tolerated often.
For an illustration of this situation we
assume that the leg of a volunteer is
measured at a given point and
afterward he puts on a compression
stocking.

Note: There are special measuring

Fig.17: Possible errors when calculating a cross section area from Pero-System data
options for cuboid objects.
For illustration, consider the situation
shown in the left part of Fig.17.
Schematically the diagram shows a
typical cross section area as it is
expected for a nearly elliptical object,
together with its contour line (concave
regions are substituted by a straight
line) and the "characteristic" ellipse
used by the Pero-System. Obviously the
length of the contour line and
characteristic ellipse may differ. A
circumference measured by a tape
(represented by the contour line) may
deviate from the circumference
measured by the Pero-System frame
(represented by the characteristic
ellipse) as soon as the cross section
area of the leg at that specific point of

Note: This example is for your
information only. If you want to repeat
these measurements with your own
volunteer, beforehand make sure that
the laws of your country allow these
measurements.
A producer guarantees a proper
pressure profile only for stockings
inflated to a circular cross section area
of a circumference equalizing the value
you measured on the leg. As explained
above the leg cross section area usually
differs from a circular shape. At points
of high bending ( e.g. region A in left
diagram on this page) the pressure is
higher than it should be, at places of low
bending (e.g. region B in same diagram)
it is lower. As a result of this effect, the
stocking tends to compress the cross
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section (i.e. its area gets smaller) but
also tends to change the shape into a
more cylindrical one. Schematically this
effect is depicted in the right hand
diagram on this page. The cross section
shape is now nearly cylindrical as was
required by the stocking producer.
However, because of shrinkage as well
as because of rounding it now deviates
from both the circumference measured
by tape as well as by the Pero-System.
As shown, Pero-System accesses two
values for each girth measurement,
namely diameter 1 and diameter 2,
while tape measurements only measure
one (the contour line). Thus, by
comparing both approaches the PeroSystem convincingly predicts a better
value of the volume of a quasi elliptical
object than a measurement tape.
In order to understand tape and PeroSystem measurements in more detail it
may be helpful to measure the same
object by both approaches and
compare the results afterwards. First
use a circular tube of a length similar to
a leg as a test object. Make sure the
tubular cross section avoids even partial
ellipticity. Pero-System values will
monitor the ellipticity where tape
measurements cannot.
In general, the Pero-System
circumference should differ from the
circumference measured by tape not
more than +/- 4 mm, even if a pipe of
non vertical axis is used: one end
placed on the object holder and the
other end placed anywhere within the
frame.

13.1 Comparing PeroSystem
Measurements
with each other
When changes in the volume of parts of
an object have to be analyzed,
measurements are compared, which
were collected at different times. As a
consequence, a positioning error of the
object may occur. Basically, the PeroSystem compares measurement slices
(width 4,7 mm) which have the same

distance from a “ground plate” (e.g. the
object holder) in each measurement to
be compared.

Fig. 18: Situation causing a positioning
error
We discuss the details for model 351
NT. Similar arguments hold for all other
models. Let us discuss possible
problems by measuring, for example, a
leg of a mannequin as shown in Fig.
18. The limb is held horizontally and
placed with the foot against the vertical
object holder. The left and right border
of the compartment to be analyzed is
defined by counting a predetermined
number of grid stripes on the PeroSystem rail holding the carriage of the
measurement frame. If accidentally
some space remains between heel and
foot plate of the leg of the mannequin,
this leg shifts slightly in distal or
proximal direction from measurement to
measurement. (The same is true, of
course, for any object being measured).
Fig. 18 shows this situation for a lower
leg (do not worry about part of the
trousers seen in the picture). For
example, in the case of the first
measurement a compartment of the leg
depicted by the arrows is analyzed.
During the second measurement the leg
was shifted by three measurement
slices. They are represented by dotted
lines. As a consequence, the left three
measurement slices are included into
the analyzed volume of measurement 2,
while the right three slices (which are
larger than the left ones) are excluded.
The difference in volume is the
positioning error. It can be reduced by a
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reproducible positioning of the object to
be measured..

14 Maintenance
The white parts of the Pero-System
frame and its accessories should be
frequently cleaned by using a soft cloth,
which is not too wet. The black parts are
covered by a special paint. It needs to
be cleaned only when it is dusty. Use a
soft cloth or dust lightly by hand.
The object holder must be cleaned
regularly. If necessary use a disinfectant
to clean the black markings where the
object comes in contact. Avoid using
cleaning solutions that may cause
damage to the wooden parts.
The two steel rails carrying the PeroSystem frame should be cleaned by
cloth. Use a drop of oil only if
necessary. Any foreign material (like
pieces of paper) in the channels will
obstruct the light rays being emitted by
the light switches. This causes a false
Pero-System measurement. The PeroSystem picture of the object to be
measured may then exhibit a straight
line instead of a "normal" object
contour. In these cases before
measuring again, first switch off the
Pero-System and then check the
channels of the light switches and
remove all foreign objects by using a
pair of tweezers. If malfunction persists
contact our hot line (see page 1 of this
manual).
An important maintenance step is to
regularly clean the black and white
stripes on the rail. It should be done
more often, for example, in cases where
you have installed new carpeting in the
room. Make sure no dust remains on
the rail! Dust may travel between the rail
and the carriage of the Pero-System
frame. In these cases the light sensors
sensing the stripes will fail. As a result
the Pero-System computer will no
longer sense the movement of the
frame. Typically, an interruption of the
computer program will occur after
having issued the command "Move
frame below object holder".

In similar cases, sometimes a
measurement is started but it can no
longer be finished even when the frame
reaches the object holder again. Clarify
the situation by switching off the PeroSystem power supply and switching it
on again. This will reset the PeroSystem. Then exit the program, if
necessary by the windows task
manager. Restart the program and click
TEST OF FUNCTIONS and TEST
MOVEMENT OF FRAME as explained
in sect. 12 ".
If the test MOVEMENT OF FRAME
fails, the carriage of the frame should be
cleaned. Cleaning of the rail sensors is
part of the normal maintenance
requirement which may be performed
by the user. Hotline calls are often
unnecessary. Remove the Pero-System
frame as described in sect. 2 to 4 of this
manual. Remove the frame from the rail
(hold the frame by its right and left
edges). Clean the two black squares of
about 0.5 cm length between the four
wheels of the carriage. Use your dry
finger to remove dust or any other parts.
Put the frame back onto the rail as
described on page 1 to 3 of this manual.
If test MOVEMENT OF FRAME still
fails, contact our hot line.
Pay attention to the correct mounting of
the balancer (only part No. 402 NT, see
section 2 of this manual). Pay attention
to the correct and regular
observance of all maintenance
instructions according to sect. 18 of
this manual.

15 Warning Notice
Portable and mobile RF
Communications Equipment can affect
Electrical Equipment.
The use of other lines (mains connector,
data cable) than the specified (see
section 17) may result in higher
emissions or reduced immunity of the
device. The specified lines may only be
used with the Pero-System.
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Pero-System Electrical Equipment
needs special precautions regarding
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
and needs to be installed and put into
service according to the EMC
information provided in the
Accompanying Documents (see tables
in the pages below).

16 Declaration
according to IEC
60601-2
Table 201

Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic emissions
The Pero-System is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or the
user of the Pero-System should assure that it is used in such an environment.
Emission test

Compliance

Electromagnetic environment –
guidance

RF emissions
CISPR 11

Group 1

The Pero-System uses RF energy only for
its internal function. Therefore, its RF
emissions are very low and are not likely
to cause any interference in nearby
electronic equipment.

RF emissions
CIPSR 11

Class B

Harmonic emissions
IEC 61000-3-2

Not applicable

The Pero-System is suitable for use in all
establishments, including domestic
establishments and those directly
connected to the public low-voltage power
supply network that supplies buildings
used for domestic purposes.

Voltage fluctuations /
flicker emissions
IEC 61000-3-3

Not applicable
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Table 202
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The Pero-System is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or
the user of the Pero-System should assure that it is used in such an environment.
Immunity test

Electrostatic
discharge (ESD)

IEC 60601
test level

Compliance level

± 6 kV contact

± 6 kV contact

± 8 kV air

± 8 kV air

Electrical fast
transient / burst

± 2 kV for power
supply lines

± 2 kV for power
supply lines

IEC 61000-4-4

± 1 kV for input /
output lines

± 1 kV for input /
output lines

Surge

± 1 kV differential
mode

± 1 kV differential
mode

± 2 kV common
mode

± 2 kV common
mode

Floors should be wood,
concrete or ceramic tile.
If floors are covered
with synthetic material,
the relative humidity
should be at least 30%.

< 5 % UT
(> 95 % dip in UT)
for 0,5 cycle

< 5 % UT
(> 95 % dip in UT)
for 0,5 cycle

40 % UT
(60 % dip in UT)
for 5 cycles

40 % UT
(60 % dip in UT)
for 5 cycles

70 % UT
(30 % dip in UT)
for 25 cycles

70 % UT
(30 % dip in UT)
for 25 cycles

< 5 % UT
(> 95 % dip in UT)
for 5 sec

< 5 % UT
(> 95 % dip in UT)
for 5 sec

Not applicable

Not applicable

IEC 61000-4-2

Mains power quality
should be that of a
typical commercial or
hospital environment.

IEC 61000-4-5

Voltage dips, short interruptions
and
voltage variations
on power supply
input lines
IEC 61000-4-11

Power frequency
(50/60 Hz)
magnetic field

Electromagnetic
environment –
guidance

Mains power quality
should be that of a
typical commercial or
hospital environment.

Mains power quality
should be that of a
typical commercial or
hospital environment. If
the user of the PeroSystem requires
continued operation
during power mains
interruption, it is
recommended that the
Pero-System be
powered from an
uninterruptable power
supply or a battery.

Not applicable

IEC 61000-4-8
NOTE UT is the a.c. mains voltage prior to application of the test level.
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Table 204
Guidance and manufacturer’s declaration – electromagnetic immunity
The Pero-System is intended for use in the electromagnetic environment specified below. The customer or
the user of the Pero-System 400 T should assure that it is used in such an environment.
Immunity test

IEC 60601
test level

Compliance level

Electromagnetic environment –
guidance
Portable and mobile RF communications
equipment should be used no closer to any
part of the Pero-System , including cables,
than the recommended separation distance
calculated from the equation applicable to
the frequency of the transmitter.
Recommended separation distance:

Conducted RF
IEC 61000-4-6

3 Vrms
150 kHz to 80
MHz

3 Vrms
150 kHz to 80 MHz

d = 1,2

P

Radiated RF
IEC 61000-4-3

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2,5
GHz

3 V/m
80 MHz to 2,5 GHz

d = 1,2

P 80 MHz to 800 MHz

d = 2,3

P 800 MHz to 2,5 GHz

where P is the maximum output power
rating of the transmitter in watts (W)
according to the transmitter manufacturer
and d is the recommended separation
distance in metres (m).
Field strengths from fixed RF transmitters,
as determined by an electromagnetic site
a
survey, should be less than the
b
compliance level in each frequency range.
Interference may occur in the vicinity of
equipment marked with the following
symbol.

NOTE 1 At 80 MHz and 800 MHz, the higher frequency range applies.
NOTE 2 These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from structures, objects and people.
a

Field strengths from fixed transmitters, such as base stations for radio (cellular/cordless) telephones and
land mobile radios, amateur radio, AM and FM radio broadcast and TV broadcast cannot be predicted
theoretically with accuracy. To assess the electromagnetic environment due to fixed RF transmitters, an
electromagnetic site survey should be considered. If the measured field strength in the location in which the
Pero-System is used exceeds the applicable RF compliance level above, the Pero-System should be
observed to verify normal operation. If abnormal performance is observed, additional measures may be
necessary, such as reorienting or relocating the Pero-System .
b

Over the frequency range 150 kHz to 80 MHz, field strengths should be less than 3 V/m.
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Table 206
Recommended separation distance between
Portable and mobile communications equipment and the Pero-System
The Pero-System is intended for use in an electromagnetic environment in which radiated RF disturbances
are controlled. The customer or user of the Pero-System can help prevent electromagnetic interference by
maintaining a minimum distance between portable and mobile RF communications equipment (transmitter)
and the Pero-System as recommendet below, according to the maximum output power of the communication
equipment.
Related maximum output
power of transmitter
W

Separation distance according to frequency of transmitter
m
150 kHz to 80 MHz

d = 1,2

P

80 MHz to 800 MHz

d = 1,2

P

800 MHz to
2,5 GHz

d = 2,3
P

0,01

0,12

0,12

0,23

0,1

0,38

0,38

0,73

1

1,2

1,2

2,3

10

3,8

3,8

7,3

100

12

12

23

For transmitters rated at a maximum output power not listed above, the recommended separation distance d
in metres (m) can be estimated using the equation applicable to the frequency of the transmitter, where P is
the maximum output power rating of the transmitter in watts (W) according to the transmitter manufacturer.
NOTE 1 To calculate the recommended separation distance of transmitters in the frequency range of 80
MHz to 2,5 GHz an additional factor of 10/3 was used, to limit the possibility for the indidvidual’s personal area
that unintentional brought in mobile or portable communication equipment cab cause any distance.
NOTE 2 These guidelines may not apply in all situations. Electromagnetic propagation is affected by
absorption and reflection from structures, objects and people.
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17 Mechanical and electrical data
Model 401 NT and accessories (data refer to model 402 NT and 403 NT):
Height of Pero-System:
146 cm
Area necessary for Pero-System :
64 cm x 120 cm
Weight of Pero-System (without PC/Notebook)
ca. 60 kg
Inner width of Pero-System frame:
47 cm x 47 cm
Maximum length of object to be measured:
95 cm
Power supply:
Integrated Power Designs, SRP-35A-1002
Mechanical and electrial data of Model 351 NT and accessories, which differ
from 401 NT (data refer to model 352 NT and 353 NT):
Length of Pero-System
Height of Pero-System
Area necessary for Pero-System :
Weight of Pero-System (without PC/Notebook)
Maximum length of object to be measured:

146 cm
ca. 85 cm
140 cm x 120 cm
ca. 26kg
105 cm

Mechanical and electrial data of Model 1001NT and accessories differing from
401 NT (data refer to model 1002 NT and 1003 NT):
Height of Pero-System (Length of Pero-System rail):
Area necessary for Pero-System:
Weight of Pero-System:
Inner width of Pero-System frame:
Maximum length of object to be measured:

90 cm
60 cm x 45 cm
ca. 5kg
31 x 41.6 cm
90 cm

All models:
Distance between two diameter readings:
0.47 cm
Maximum weight of object to be scanned:
135kg
Input voltage of power supply:
100 - 240 V / 50 - 60 Hz
maximum current consumption (short time):
2A
power consumption (average):
13W
Power cord: with protective earth, according to IEC 320,
length 1.5 m
Data cable:
Pero-System article no. 0708, length 5 m
Classification of Pero-System:
Protection class I; measurement frame is applied
part, type B
Environment conditions for operation:
18-28°C, relative humidity:
< 70%, height 3000m (70kPa)
Environment conditions for storage and transport:
-20-60°C, relative humidity:
< 90% not condensing
Not for operation in oxygen enriched atmosphere
Minimum requirements for PC/Notebook:
Safety approved according to EN60950, MS Windows 7/8/10, CPU 1 GHz, 1 GB
RAM, 500 MB free disc space, CD-ROM, SVGA screen, PS2/mouse or compatible
serial RS232/USB port.
Compliance with the requirements for ME systems according to EN60601-1 has to be
ensured during the entire service life. Do not use portable power strips for PeroSystem and PC/screen /printer, because the allowed leakage currents of the system could
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be exceeded. Make sure that the PC is outside the environment of a person in contact with
the Pero-System.
Warning: No modification of the Pero-System is allowed.
The Pero-System has no parts that can be repaired by maintenance personnel. In
case of defects call our hotline.
The Pero-System is an electrical device and has to be disposed similar to a
computer. Contact us, if we shall dispose it for you.

Error messages:
The Pero-System can display several system error or fault messages, that are
usually self-explanatory. All other messages help the manufacturer to diagnose the
system state. In this case call our hotline.

The following icons may be attached to the Pero-System:

Follow the manual!

Year of manufacture

Do not push on the side, the Pero-System
might fall over
General warning label
a) Balancer cable under tension
b) Balancer spring is broken (Text of the sign:
see warning above)

Label on the measurement frame, mod. 401 NT, 1001 NT:

CAUTION – RISK OF INJURY
Never put parts of the body (e.g. feet, toes) beneath the frame!
Do not move frame forcibly if blocked – see notice inside the

inspection door of the tower!
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Label inside the inspection door of the tower, mod 402 NT:
.

REMOVAL OF THE
MEASUREMENT
FRAME

REMOVAL OF THE
MEASUREMENT
FRAME

.

.

B. UNDER NORMAL
CONDITIONS:

A. MOVEMENT OF THE
FRAME IS BLOCKED:

.

Caution: The cable that
holds the frame is under
tension.
The black rubber cylinder /
rubber ball MUST touch the
balancer housing when the
frame is released from the
spring hook.

.

In rare cases the spring
holding the measurement
frame could break. This
blocks the frame movement.
Free a person who is, for
whatever reason, in the frame,
as follows:
.

1. Do NOT try to forcibly
move frame downwards. It
could crash onto the base!
2. Instruct the person to
ALWAYS leave the feet on
the foot markings! Danger of
injury during frame crash!
3. Lift the frame and stop it
from falling.
4. If possible, the person
moves under the frame.
5. Otherwise, the person rises
upwards with a stool. Instructions for Use § 2.2 "Safety
Instructions 402 NT"!
6. Permanently secure the
frame against falls. Nobody is
allowed to place parts of the
body under the measuring
frame!
7. Stop using the PeroSystem. Futher instructions:
(info@mitakausa.com).

.

MAKE SURE TO
SERVICE THE
PERO-SYSTEM
REGULARLY
ACOORDING TO
SECT. 18 OF THE
PERO-SYSTEM
MANUAL
In case of any events
described above call hotline
(info@mitakausa.com) for
further advices.

Type plate of Pero-System and serial number SN
a) model 1001 NT: at the base of the
measurement frame next to the plugs
b) all other models: at the side of the carriage of the
measurement frame
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18 Maintenance intervals for Pero-Systems
All Pero-System Models:
1. Outdated Versions of the manual must no longer be used! Download the
latest version under http://www.pero-system.de/downloads/man.pdf
2 x per year
2. Test of functions: see section 12 “TEST OF CORRECT
FUNCTIONALITY” always in case of irregular object pictures,
at least

2 x per year

3. Visual inspection of cables/connectors at the
measurement frame for tightness and damage,
before each measurement, at least

2 x per year

4. Visual inspection of power cord for damage,
when switching on the Pero-System, at least

2 x per year

Basically, the mains plug of the Pero-System system must be easily
accessible to allow a separation of the Pero-System from the mains
in emergency or hazardous situations. Switch off the Pero-System as
advised in the manual.
Additional maintenance steps, model 401 NT:
Visual inspection of balancer cable, securing cable and suspension of balancer and frame for damage, wear and broken wire strands and all maintenance steps according to sect. 19 (mod. 401 NT)
1 x per week
Note: For safety reasons always leave the measurement frame in its
lowest position except for measurement or check of proper functioning
After 5 years of operation the balancer has to be replaced in order to avoid a fatigue
of the metal spring holding the measurement frame. If the replacement is missed, the
Pero-System must be taken out of service. Call the hotline (info@mitakausa.com) for
advices.
Additional maintenance steps, model 1001 NT:
Visual inspection of handle to move the frame
for wear or damage

1 x per week

In addition to the advices given above follow all instructions of the
Pero-System manual and (if applicable) of the balancer manual, sect.
19, respectively.
In case of any faults contact our hotline for further questions
Phone 435-649-2236
Mail: info@mitakausa.com
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19 Balancer-Manual
Model 402 NT (serial number 214012 and higher: see below.
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20 Power Supply (all models)
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